Issue no. 2007, July 24, 2022
As you have noticed
SWB will be one day
late. The reason – we
were out of house all
day yesterday due to the
annual family get together.
My brother in law is operational manager in
one of the biggest vegetable producers in Sweden.
He had promised to let
the youngsters drive
their biggest tractor, a
Fendt 1000 Vario with
400 horsepower. It was
really something the
liked.
Some other activities
also and the day ended
with a visit to a good
restaurant at the coast
south of Malmö.
I have checked only one
station on SW, the reactivated R Brasil Central
on 4985which was
heard with good
strength.
We have had good
conds towards Peru and
especially Bolivia at
several occasions this
summer. Latin America
is always something
thrilling.
Latin America on SW is
really something we all
miss.
Keep on ….
=============
R e d a k t i o n:
Thomas Nilsson
E-mail:
thomas.nilsson@ektv.nu

Deadline e-mail next issue: 1000 UTC, Aug 7, 2022

SWB-info
SWB info:

http://www.thomasn.sverige.net/

Dateline Bogotá 1993-1998:

http://www.hard-core-dx.com/swb/Dateline.htm

SWB latest issue/archive:

http://www.hard-core-dx.com/swb/archive.htm

QSL, comments, etc.
Ron Howard: Etón E1 - Have been retired now for 14 years and for all these years I have

almost daily been using my E1 at the beach (bought 15 years ago!). It is still daily
bringing in great reception! The most enjoyable radio I have ever owned.
Ronny Forslund: Efter den värmebölja som varit känns det riktigt skönt att det blivit
svalare. Här i Stockholmstrakten slogs värmerekord i torsdags med 34 grader och så här
varmt har vi tydligen inte haft det sedan 1700-talet. Men det var något svalare där jag
bor då det är alldeles intill Mälarens vatten. Nu hoppas vi bara på fint väder den 31/7
när det är dags för Rolling Stones på Friends Arena. Lustigt att jag såg dem för första
gången på samma plats fast det då var Råsundastadion, som nu är riven.
[WOR] NRC AM Radio Log 43rd Edition Preorders for shipment August 2022
We are happy to announce we have been
able, so far, to hold our prices stable with no
increase over last year!
The National Radio Club, the World’s Oldest and Largest Broadcast Band DX Club is
proud to announce the publication of the
43rd edition of the AM Radio Log. The AM
Radio Log is a source for information on
AM Radio Stations in the United States and
Canada. The Log contains 300+ pages of individual station data and cross references
and an additional 12 pages of instructions in
8-1/2” x 11” size, 3-hole punched U.S. loose
leaf format. This publication fits nicely into
a 1” three-ring binder. Reference lists include State/Provinces in frequency order, listings of regional groups of stations in the
groups section and a comprehensive list of
FM translators that are now simulcasting
with AM broadcasters.
Order by snail mail by check or money order in US funds, (Colorado Residents Only
please add 8% Sales tax (or your local Colorado sales tax rate, if lower) and the all new
$0.27 retail delivery fee!) to National Radio Club, P.O. Box 473251, Aurora, CO
80047-3251 or order using your Pay Pal account at http://www.nationalradioclub.org/
MEMBER USA Price $30.95 Priority Mail
NON-MEMBER USA Price $37.95 Priority Mail
MEMBER/NON-MEMBER Canada Price US$44.60 Global Priority Mail
MEMBER/NON-MEMBER outside US/Canada Price US$55.75 Global Priority Mail
(Prices subject to changes if USPS raises the postage!)
(WAYNE HEINEN voa WOR)
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Log

(UTC)

GLENN HAUSER LOG ROUNDUPS. Please note and spread the word - for those not on a list where my almost-daily all-band
but mainly SW log reports appear -- or for those who are but find this a more convenient archive, weekly merged roundups of all these
reports in their original form are posted early every Thursday via: http://www.worldofradio.com/Hauserlogs.html

The latest ones direct: https://www.w4uvh.net/ghlogs_2022_0704_0720.txt
Previous issue: https://www.w4uvh.net/ghlogs_2022_0630_0705.txt

Important log links:
WOR:
SWLDXBulgaria News:
WWDXC Top News:
DXPlorer:
Liangas:
Pirates:
2310

Jul12 0930

2349.39

Jul12 1150

2368.44

Jul15 1905

3205
3250

Jul11 1135
Jul11 1130

3310
3325

Jul22 0005
Jul11 1112

3480

Jul11 1125

3915
3945
3955
3955
3975
3985

Jul22
Jul11
Jul22
Jul7
Jul9
Jul11

3995

Jul22 2335

4765
4775
4810

Jul22 2340
Jul22 0008
Jul18 0954

4820

Jul22 2350

2320
1220
2330
2025
2221
1122

https://groups.io/g/WOR
https://groups.io/g/WOR/messages
https://www.wwdxc.de/topnews.shtml
https://groups.io/g/DXplorer/messages
https://zliangaslogs.wordpress.com/2022/ (mostly using KIWI’s around the world)
https://shortwavedx.blogspot.com/2022/
Shortwave Australia - Bendigo, VIC. A strong signal is being observed on both frequencies,
but, of course, 2310 kHz is best heard at night. The station is located about 10km north of Bendigo, a regional city in Victoria. Really a new station in AM with a good signal at 0930 with a
replay of an old show celebrating the Melbourne MW station 3KZ. July 12. See my recent post
for more information about this station. https://medxr.blogspot.com/2022/07/new-station-shortwave-australia.html WOR (Wagner - AUS)
KCBS. Pyongyang. Korean orchestral music with choir. 1200, time pips, then possible news reports and a replay of a speech. Weak signal // 3250 where it was much stronger. (Wagner AUS)
R. Symban - Hurlston Park, NSW. Endless Greek music with no anncts, fair signal. Their website has been "parked", but the Facebook page appears active under the moniker "Symban
World Radio". (Wagner - AUS)
KCBS Pyongyang DRM (p.), on 3205 // 6140. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
KCBS Pyongyang, on 3250 // 3959 (always off frequency). (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
Radio Mosoj Chasqui, Cotapachi, Quechua, comments, Bolivian songs. (Méndez)
VOI, broadcasting from Palangkaraya, start of the usual patriotic song “Bagimu Negeri,”
following the news in Chinese; 1212, start of the usual patriotic song “Bagimu Negeri,”
following the news in Japanese; 1306, start of the usual patriotic song “Bagimu Negeri,”
following the news in English (not readable). (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
VOP: 3480 // 3910 // 3930 // 4450 // 6520 // 6600. As usual, it has been a long time now with no
changes! (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
BBC, via Kranji English conversation about the climate // 6195 Kranji (AP-DNK) + (CGS)
Echo of Unification, 3945 // 5905, both fair. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
Channel 292, Rohrbach English hymns (AP-DNK)
R Korea Int., via Woofferton German talk about South Korea, musical interlude (AP-DNK)
Shortwave Gold, Winsen. E, tks, pops. 3 (CGS)
Echo of Hope - VOH: 3985 // 4890 // 5995 // 6255 // 6350 // 9105; the EBS TV audio feed for
the English language lesson "Wang cho bo yeong-eo," which is always aired only on weekdays;
intro and exit theme song is the "Party Will Come Alive" by Wizardz Of Oz (with Ruben Martinez); the usual intro with announcer saying "English trainer" and gives his name ("Mayu"), then
the woman announcer says her name ("Mini"); "Is there a Wi-Fi here? Can you please provide
me with the password?", "You can use it for free. There is no password"; later at 1241, with the
EBS news headlines and news stories in English and Korean. These frequencies should be good
through July 17 (Sun.) (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
HCJB, Weenermoor. Russian (or Ukrainian?) religious talk (New schedule). (AP-DNK) +
(CGS)
Tajik R 1, Yangiyul Tajik songs (AP-DNK) + (Méndez)
Radio Tarma, Tarma, religious comments, sermon. (Méndez) + (AP-DNK)
R. Logos, Peru, San Martin; pop religious music selections. Fair, good signal strength enough to
block STANAG on 4810kHz, fady, deteriorating over the listening (LOB-B).
Xizang PBS, Baiding, Tibet Chinese discussion with musical interludes // 5935, 6050 and 7245
(CWQRM) (AP-DNK)
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4835

4885.07

4900

4905
4940
4955
4949.7

4952.4
4985
5020

5025
5045

5915
5915

5920

5920
5930
5955
5970
5985

6010
6030
6045

6050
6050
6055
6070

Jul17 1308

"Shortwave Australia," 1308+. Much better reception today than yesterday; same type of music
as yesterday ("dream time program with relaxing electronic music"); today able to hear an occasional announcer with assume IDs, but completely unreadable. (Ron Howard, California)
Jul17 0448
Radio Clube do Pará, Belém, Brazilian songs, id. “Radio Clube do Pará..., emisora da Rede
Amazonia de Comunicaçao, Belém, Pará, Amazonia, Brasil”, “Clube da Madrugada”. (Méndez)
+(CGS) + (AP-DNK)
Jul11 1030
4900 // 4940, Voice of Strait, recently in July, heard 1030-1100, with relay of CNR1 (// 6125);
airing the National Newspapers/National News Network program in Chinese (name thanks to
Amano & Kanto).
Jul23 0000
Xizang PBS, Baiding, Tibet Tibetan talk with music behind // 4920 and 7385 (AP-DNK)
Jul19 0451
Unknown relaying Fuerza de Paz, religious and Latin American songs, “Llaneras”, religious
comments. (Méndez)
Jul22 0006
Radio Cultural Amauta, Huanta, comment. (Méndez)
Jul19 0443
Radio Nacional de Angola, Mulenvos, unreadable comments, extremely weak, best on LSB.
Checked July 21, 22, 23 and 24, early morning and evening, no audio, no carrier, seems to be
out of the air again. (Méndez) + (AP-DNK 4949,77)
Jul22 0007
Radio Cultural Amauta, Huanta, comments. (Méndez)
Jul23 0005
R Brasil Central, Goiãnia, ann, Brazilian songs - reactivated frequency // 11815 (AP-DNK) +
(Méndez) + (TN exact frequency 4985,016)
Jul17 1130
SIBC, 1130+. The usual format of music, evening devotional (Bible text and prayer in English),
ID and NA; 1202, immediately into non-stop variety of music (Cat Stevens - "Morning Has
Broken," etc.); still heard at 1342; well above normal reception. (Ron Howard, California)
Jul11 0903
R.Rebelde, Bauta. Tks. Deteriorating vy. fast. F/out 0908. 1 (CGS)
Jul17 1240
Bay Islands Radio/Island FM, 1240+. Rare reception here with definite audio; the problem with
a day like today with outstanding propagation is that BBR (China) on 5050 is also much
stronger than usual, causing significant QRM on 5045; many hard rock songs (Foreigner - "Hot
Blooded," etc.); DJ heard but it was difficult to make out what was said. (Ron Howard, California)
Jul24 2003
Zambia NBC, Radio 1, Lusaka, Vernacular, comments. Very weak. (Méndez)
Jul24 1155
Myanmar Radio, random monitoring from 1155 till 1400* UT. Seemed to be a portion from
1200+ that perhaps was religious (Christian); sounded like possible preaching in vernacular and
some songs that sounded like hymns. Reception above the norm; closing down with the usual
brief selection of indigenous instrumental music. An excellent day for Myanmar reception! (Ron
Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
Jul11 *1300- Shiokaze/Sea Breeze: 5920 // 6040, from Yamata (Japan). Continues to be free from N. Korea
jamming! Strong 6040 causing QRM for Yunnan Radio International (China) on 6035, in Vietnamese. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
Jul19 0502
HCJB Germany, Weenermoor, German, religious songs and comments. (Méndez)
Jul21 2005
World Music Radio, Braming, music, Latin American and pop songs, id. “World Music Radio.
// 25800. (Méndez) + (AP-DNK)
Jul22 0425
Sunlite Radio, Westdorpe, pop songs, id. “Sunlite”. (Méndez)
Jul23 0915
R 208, Hvidovre Danish ann, Swedish and Danish pop songs // 1440 MW Ishøj (AP-DNK)
Jul24 1130
5985 & 9730. The normal Myanmar Radio sequence is for 5985 kHz. to start about 1130, give
or take about 10-15 minutes. Then Myanmar Radio on 9730 (in // with 5985), closes down anytime between 1130 to 1200. But that did not happen today (July 24), which is a very rare event!
5985 never came on the air 1130+, but instead 9730 was heard still broadcasting past 1435+,
with strong QRM from CRI, in English, from 1200 to 1400.
1401 UT: Clear reception; a strange drama in vernacular; some chanting(?), woman crying, with
dogs barking/howling. My unedited audio at https://bit.ly/3J9KI71 . (Ron Howard, Asilomar
State Beach, Calif.)
Jul15 2015
Radio Fana, Addis Ababa, Vernacular comments, East African songs. (Méndez)
Jul21 1835
Radio Oromiya, Addis Ababa, Vernacular, comments, East African songs. (Méndez)
Jul11 1130
Voice of Freedom: 6045; poor due to N. Korea super jamming, along with pulsating noise jamming. Super jamming was also noted on 6135, against no known station. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
Jul24 -0500* HCJB, Pichinha, heard the last minutes of the program, when closed Algeria on the same frequency. Spanish, comments, National Anthem and closing at 0500. (Méndez)
Jul21 1934
ELWA Radio, Monrovia, English, religious comments, male, female “Radio stations around the
world broadcasting our program”, “The Lord Jesus Christ”. 24422
Jul3 1135
OZ-Viola, Hillerød, via groundwave Danish/English ann, Jazz (AP-DNK)
Jul18 0503
CFRX, Toronto, English, news, comments. QRM from Channel 292 with non stop songs in
English. (Méndez)
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Jul21 *0700- Radio Mi Amigo International, *time signals, “It’s nine O’clock in Central Europe”, id. “You
are tune to Radio Mi Amigo International broadcasting every day on shortwave, 6085
kHz”, “We are bringing back the golden era of Offshore AM free radio”, pop songs in English,
oldies, comments. (Méndez)
6130
Jul18 0550
Radio Jong Europa, pop songs in English, id. “Radio Europa”, “Radio Jong Europa”. (Méndez)
6140
Jul23 1817
Radio Onda, Borculo, Brazilian songs, id. “Radio Onda”, songs in French, Latin American
songs. (Méndez)
6160
Jul11 1220
Pyongyang BS, on 6160 (good) continues broadcasting here (formerly on 6400) and // 3320
(poor-fair). (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
6160
Jul21 2015
Shortwave Radio de, English, program “Amateur Radio News Line”, at 2023 music, pop songs,
oldies “Radio Ga Ga” by Queens, id. “This is Shortwave Radio broadcasting from Germany to
Europe...”. (Méndez)
6180
Jul21 2041
Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, Brazilian songs, comments. // 11780. (Méndez)
6185
Jul16 1946
Radio Piepzender, Zwolle, pop songs in Dutch and English, oldies, Dutch, comments, id. In
English, “Radio Piepzender, our email address radioqsl@hotmail.com. (Méndez)
6185
Jul22 0440
Radio Educación, Ciudad de México, “Noticias educativas y culturales de México”, “Radio
Educación”. (Méndez)
6250
Jul9 2034
R.Echo Of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, tks, nx in E at 2044. 2 (CGS)
6255
Jul17 2055
R.Echo Of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, western light mx, nx (p) at 2100. 3 (CGS)
6340.2
Jul21 2101
Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks. Adj. uty. QRM. 2 (CG)
6355.1
Jul19 2113
R.Echo Of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, tks. 1 (CG)
7110
Jul21 -1801* Radio Ethiopia, Geja Dera, Vernacular comments. (Méndez)
7245
Jul11 1013
R.NZPacific, Rangitaiki. Tks. R 1 (CGS)
7260
Jul15 0520
Radio Vanuatu, Port Vila, clearly heard after Vatican Radio closed on the same frequency at
0520, Island songs, id. by male "Radio Vanuatu", female, Bislama, English, comments, at 0601
hour interval signal and news, songs. (Méndez)
7715
Jul24 *1859- Free Radio Service Holland, interval signal, English, id. “The Free Radio Service Holland…”,
pop songs and comments in English and Dutch. // 5800 and 6185. (Méndez)
7810
Jul19 2111
Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks. 2 (CG)
9120
Jul19 2109
Sound Of Hope R Int'l., unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks. 2 (CG)
9330
Jul17 0555
WBCQ with World's Last Chance Radio back on the air after being silent for some days.
3 (CB)
9440
Jul14 2115
Radio Cairo in English. Strong signal but extremely poor audio quality. (CB)
9550.1
Jul20 2124
R.Boa Vontade, Pt.º Alegre RS. Tks. // 11895.317 equally vy. poor. 1 (CG) + (Méndez)
9664.5
Jul19 2107
R.Voz Missionária, Camboriú SC. Rlgs. propag., mx background. // 5938.465 rtd. 2117. 3. (CG)
+ (Méndez)
9664.888 Jul19 0643
RVM S4/S7 with hymn, almost back to nominal 9665 after many months drifting upward to
9667 and jumping lately almost to 9675; so they are finally trying to normalize. What next?
(Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)
9835
Jul11 1053
Sarawak FM, from Kajang (on the west coast of the Malaysia peninsula). Usual three minute
Islamic call-to-prayer for the sunset prayer (Maghrib) Call-to-prayer times for Kuching (July
11):
Fajr
05:26 AM (2126) - the dawn prayer
Dhuhr
12:48 PM (0448) - early afternoon prayer
Asr
16:13 PM (0813) - late afternoon prayer
Maghrib 18:53 PM (1053) - the sunset prayer
Isha'a
20:08 PM (1208) - the night prayer
https://www.muslimpro.com/en/Prayer-times-Kuching-Malaysia-1735634 .
Later at 1320, the station's slogan in English: "This station is now the ultimate power in the universe." (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.) + (Méndez) + (CGS)
11620
Jul17 1501
Voice of Martyrs Korea, Maldives service I hadn`t checked in some weeks after exhausting
speculation about its secret site. Sermon in English, 1503 refers to ``next slide`` but nothing to
see! And not yet switched to Dhivehi if ever. S5/S7 signal which is still a lot better than it
should be if focused on Maldives, from best guess Taiwan; or from anywhere to the other side
of the world (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)
11665
Jul18 1109
Wai FM (p) via RTM, Kajang. Tks, mx. 1 (CGS)
11780
Jul24 2015
Radio Nacional da Amazonia, soccer, “Campeonato Brasileiro”, live matches. (Méndez)
11815.1 Jul9 1507
R.Brasil Central, Goiânia. Tks, mx. R 1 (CGS)
11895.3 Jul21 2103
R.Boa Vontade, Pt.º Alegre. Tks. Adj. QRM. 1 (CG) + (Méndez)
15190
Jul21 2000
Radio Inconfidencia, Belo Horizonte, id. “...Rede Inconfidencia de Radio, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerias, Brasil” “Agora pela Inconfidencia A Hora do Fazendeiro, o programa mais antigo
do radio brasileiro, apresentaçao Tina Gonçalvez”. (Méndez) + (CG)
6085
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15475.98 Jul20 1444

15700
15720
25800

Jul21 1550
Jul17 2107
Jul21 1720

RCUSB, it`s a Wednesday, July 20, so time to check for LRA36 which was absent a week ago.
Tuned in at 1444 via Argentine SDR, already on with song, S7/S9; shortly YL greeting for the
12th program of the 2022 series `Esperanza Audaz`, a ``día muy especial``; staff names; blows a
kiss to all listeners, including via the 50-station RNA network. 1450 temp is 7, winds 51 kph;
sunrise at 09:57 local, sunset missed. Multiple-platform contact info. 1500 ``su compañía`` ID,
song. After 1500 I`m mainly attentive to Afghanistan documentary on PBS World, about the
anti-Soviet Jihad years; but let it run without trying to understand much of the content. 1504,
This Week in History starting with 18 July 1918 birth of Nelson Mandela. 1516 song about
Esperanza; 1519 chat; 1522 contact info again; 1527 long lofi telco interview. At 1533 I see that
all four RXs at this remote are on it, besides me, Gary Pence, `San Antonio` but really Dallas;
and someones in Florence, Italy and Dayton, Oregon. 1550 song. 1554 greeting with reverb, seems sent by a listener. 1601 song, talk, 1613 ID, song; 1629 still chat, 1641 song, 1643 ID with
staff names and off at 1644*. So I had it for exactly two hours.
Gary Pence reports at 1510: ``LRA 36: Hi Glenn, I got on just before you to already hear
LRA36 song in progress at 1440z, I just don't know when they started. I wasn't able to use KFS
SE [antenna] this morning so I switched over to KPH Point Reyes omni antenna just to hear a
trace.`` And at 1615: ``LRA 36 stuff --- Glenn, I finally got a seat at KFS SE SDR and was very
underwhelmed at the lack of signal; it was just traces, nothing sustainable. Sounds like they
have pretty serious power regulation issues going on there. Remember in the movie Apollo 13
where the portable cassette deck with very low batteries was tumbling in that cold capsule?
That's just how their audio sounds...`` (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)
World Music Radio, Randers, pop songs, id. “WMR”. (Méndez)
R.NZPacific, Rangitaiki. E, interview. 2 (CGS)
World Music Radio, Marslet, Latin American songs, pop songs in English. //15700. (Méndez)

Contributors to the log:
wb, Wolfgang Büschel, df5sx, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews,
DXLD, DXPlorer, A-DX
Glenn Hauser, Enid, OK, USA (also from WOR/DXLD)
AP-DNK, Anker Petersen, Skovlunde, Denmark
CB, Christer Brunström, Halmstad, Sweden

CG/CGS, Carlos Gonçalves, Lissabon, Portugal
Manuel Méndez, Lugo, Spain
Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA, WOR/DXLD
Wagner – AUS [WOR] NASWA Flashsheet July 17
(LOB) Lúcio Bobrowiec, Embu SP, Brasil

Station news
ALGERIA. [bdxc-news] Algerian Radio testing new SW tranmitters
Algerian Radio has started testing from their new SW sites at Ouargla and/or Bechar, where installation of new 300
kW Ampegon transmitters has been underway for several years to cover the Sahel region. TDA facebook page reported yesterday (21 July) that technicians at Berkaoui (near Ouargla) are preparing for the launch of the new SW centre
there.
Radio Algiers heard since tune-in at 1600 UTC today on 15340 kHz with low audio modulation, also noted since 2045
tune-in in parallel on 15100 kHz with a much stronger signal and better audio. Programming mosting in Arabic, with
some French. Currently (at 2110 UTC) 15100 and 15340 are in parallel with the web feed of Radio Algerie Chaine 1
in Arabic.
The schedule so far does not reflect HFCC registrations. The registered schedule also includes the relays via Issoudun
(France).
http://hfcc.org/data/schedbybrc.php?seas=A22&broadc=TDA
<http://hfcc.org/data/schedbybrc.php?seas=A22&broadc=TDA>
(73s, Dave Kenny via WOR)
(thanks also to Wolfgang Bueschel and various reports on WOR.iog. Glenn Hauser)
------------------------Telediffusion d'Algerie is on unregistered 7200 kHz, July 25: till 0500 on 7200 BEC 300 kW / 131 deg to EaAf Arabic, instead of 7205 Parallel freq 7430 ORG 300 kW / 210 deg to WeAf Arabic - IS NOT ON AIR!
(73! Ivo Ivanov via WOR)
JAPAN: HFD Radio Station JG2XA currently off the air. 5006, HFD Radio Station JG2XA. July 11, from 1217+ UT. Have
not checked on this frequency or // 8006 recently, but today both clearly off the air. These low powered stations (the last I knew
they were 60W) are carrying out a HF-Doppler (HFD) project.

- - - - In about one hour, a quick reply to my email to the professor regarding the absence of 5006 & 8006 kHz.
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"Hi Ron,
Thanks for your message. As you wrote, we have been silent since 17:24 JST [0824 UT - Ron] on July 11.
This is because we need to replace the air-conditioning system in the operation room. Hopefully the system
will be back in a few days. Thanks!
Keisuke HOSOKAWA, Ph.D.
Department of Communication Engineering and Informatics,
University of Electro-Communications
1-5-1, Chofugaoka, Chofu, Tokyo 182-8585, JAPAN
TEL: +81-42-443-5299 FAX: +81-42-443-5293
E-mail: keisuke.hosokawa @ uec.ac.jp
WWW: http://gwave.cei.uec.ac.jp/~hosokawa/index.html "
(Ron Howard, California)
NIGERIA. {Re: Nigeria missing from 7255- and other frequencies}
In 2012, Turgi Switzerland company Ampegon / Schifferstadt Germany antenna firm, erected THREE x 300 kW SW
TXs and 3 dipole curtains amongst an huge ALLISS like rotatable antenna in Abuja. It is remarkable, even after
6 months in 2013 year there were failures on the units due to the incompe- tence of the local operating technicians, and
the third unit was used as a spare parts supplier ... To preserve the whole, TXs can be used at a slightly reduced 250
kW output level.
(wb, df5sx July 18, 2022)(BC-DX 19 July)
----------------------As for VON not targeting N America, when on, the 7255- sig would be big at 0600 tho not in English, suspect near
full power and aimed USward across W Africa - (Glenn Hauser)
USA. WMLK.
Hello Wolfgang,
I was in the USA in June and put WMLK into operation.
Currently they only broadcast on 9275kHz in AM (daily except Saturdays, 1300...1800 local time). They are testing
something with various settings (DCC, power, etc). In the next few months, the 15150kHz will also be put into operation. The antenna doesn't allow it at the moment.
More work will probably be done in October (when all the material is there). There should then be a DRM upgrade
and a few remaining works to be carried out. WMLK is very interested in reception reports. They would also like to
send QSL cards again. This has probably already been done in the past, but they no longer have any cards.
73 de Bodo, DF8DX via WOR
(Wolfgang Bueschel_DF5SX <DF5SX@gmx.de>)

Other radio news
[WOR] Phone number formats by country
Here’s an extra bit of info that might help once you have carefully transcribed any telephone numbers. The numbers
may help you identify the country or area within the country.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_conventions_for_writing_telephone_numbers#South_America
(73, Steve Whitt (MWC iog)

Re: [nordx] En fascinerande underavdeling av dxing – filateli
https://www.filatelia.fi/dx/index.html
https://www.filatelia.fi/experts/index.html
https://www.filatelia.fi/hff/index.html
bakom radio- och frimärkssidor står en dx-pionjär i Helsingfors Gunhard Kock
http://www.teknokekko.fi/dx/fila/filatelia.html
Detta provmaterial finns ännu kvar på internet - efter talrika år på Jari Lehtinens gamla hemsidor,
som tycks ha annars rengjorts av annat material. Lagra gärna det i era egna lager innan även det försvinner helt också!
(mvh, Kari Kallio via nordx)

Register of foreign mass media performing the functions of a foreign agent. In Russian.
Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation.
https://minjust.gov.ru/ru/documents/7755/
(https://minjust.gov.ru/ru/)
(RUS-DX #1194)
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TEXAS RADIO
SHORTWAVE
August 2022 Program Schedule
Month Date

UTC

Station

Freq

Aug

2300
0000
0100
2300
0000
0100
0900
1800
2300
0000
0100
2300
0000
0100
0200

WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
Channel 292
Channel 292
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WRMI
WBCQ

5950
5950
5950
5950
5950
5950
5070
3955
5950
5950
5950
5950
5950
5950
6160

08/06/22
08/07/22
08/07/22
03/13/22
08/14/22
08/14/22
08/20/22
08/20/22
08/20/22
08/21/22
08/21/22
08/27/22
08/28/22
08/28/22
08/28/22

Program
TRSW Retrospective: Have Gun Will Travel (3 episodes)
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Deep Ellum Arts Festival - week 1
TRSW Prime: Lightnin’ Hopkins
TRSW Retrospective: Have Gun Will Travel (3 episodes} (R)
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Deep Ellum Arts Festival - Week 2
TRSW Prime: Lightnin’ Hopkins (R)
TRSW Prime: Lightnin' Hopkins
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Viva Big Bend Music Festival - Week 1
TRSW Retrospective: Tales of the Texas Rangers (2 episodes)
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Viva Big Bend Music Festival - Week 1
TRSW Retrospective: Cloak and Dagger [2 episodes)
TRSW Retrospective: Tales of the Texas Rangers (2 episodes) (R)
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Viva Big Bend Music Festival - Week 2
TRSW Retrospective: Cloak and Dagger (2 episodes) (R)
TRSW On Stage: 2022 Viva Big Bend Music Festival - Week 1 #

In addition to these scheduled broadcasts, WRMI may air TRSW programs on unannounced dates, times
and frequencies.
# This program is simulcast at http//splatterbox.us/area51
If you use the information in this document, please credit Texas Radio Shortwave as the source. Thank you.
News about the audio archive from dxsignal.ru
The editors of the Radio Heritage Foundation site liked it, and I allowed them to upload the archive there to the site. It
is a non-commercial project known, among other things, from the Pacific-Asian Log and many historical materials
about radio in the US, Australia, New Zealand and Oceania.
https://www.radioheritage.com/dmitry-mezin-collection-true-sound-audio-archive/
Moreover, they posted not only the English, but also the Russian version, so respect from me.
(Dmitry Mezin, Kazan, Russia / Radio reception - Telegram)
(RUS-DX #1194)

3940 - Will there be more broadcasts?
Dear radio listeners!
Now more than ever your support is needed. No matter what frequency and what program you listen to: Five Corners
Radio, Rock Panorama or Free Wave Bay, I want to say that the 3940 kHz radio frequency you love so much needs
your support.
And now we are not talking about financial assistance (although this issue has always been relevant), we are talking
about something else. After the resumption of broadcasting after a technical break, namely on June 3, 2022, reception
reports are coming from European countries, but there are no confirmations from Russia, although we know for sure
that there are a certain number of listeners there. I would ask all Russian speakers who are interested in continuing the
operation of the station at a frequency of 3940 kHz to register on our website in the "Radio listeners" group. We will
try to organize the mailing of letters to your mail, in which we will indicate the frequency and time of the broadcast
and an approximate program (if you wish, you can unsubscribe from this mailing list). Now you just need to find out
how many listeners the frequency has in principle, and whether the efforts are worth your attention.
If you are interested in the fate of the project, please let us know as soon as possible. We will be very happy to receive
your letters, which, I hope, will be broadcast, or we will publish them directly in the group, so that the author of the
idea and project will receive inspiration from you and feel that he is not trying in vain.
Now everything depends on you and these are not just words, because we all asked to continue broadcasting and not
stop at least for a while!
To the most active, we plan to send cards of our club and, possibly, some other souvenirs. However, we warn you that
shipping is paid by the addressee. We hope to meet again on the air.
Your radio "Bay of Free Waves", "Radio Five Corners" and others at a frequency of 3940!
(Vadim Komarov, https://6783432.wixsite.com/website/post/3940-will-there-be-airs-and-further)
(RUS-DX #1194)
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Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a law on a mirror response to discrimination against Russian media abroad.
The corresponding document was published on Thursday, July 14, on the official Internet portal of legal information.
It is noted that the law gives the Prosecutor General and his deputies the right to ban a foreign media outlet in Russia if
hostile decisions were made against the domestic press abroad, for example, restrictions were imposed on its work.
Also, in the event of harassment of Russian media in any country, a journalist from this state may be deprived of
accreditation in Russia. In addition, the Prosecutor General and his deputies will be able to revoke the license of the
mass media and invalidate its registration. Such a measure is provided for in cases where the media disseminates false
socially significant messages that are presented as reliable, as well as materials that discredit the Russian army or express clear disrespect for society, the state, state symbols and the Constitution of Russia. It is noted that journalists will
be responsible for the reproduction of these publications. On June 30, it was reported that the law on a mirror response
to discrimination against Russian media was adopted in the third reading by the State Duma. The fact that the State
Duma developed a bill on a mirror response to the actions of countries that oppress or ban the Russian media became
known in April. One of the authors of the initiative, deputy Vasily Piskarev, said that restrictions on Russian media
from foreign states should receive a "quick and symmetrical response."
lenta.ru (https://onair.ru/main/enews/view_msg/NMID__83655/)
(RUS-DX #1194)

[WOR] A moment in history
24 July 1954 - For the first time, the sound of a human voice was transmitted beyond the ionosphere and returned to
Earth after reflecting off the moon.
@SACAMuseum
(Mike Terry via WOR)

Piracy reports (1575 and 3940 kHz) can be sent to the following addresses:
Bay of Free Waves: 6783432@gmail.com
Radio Five Corners: radio.ivanov73@gmail.com As they say, don't forget to turn on your receiver.
(https://vk.com/public158109176)

Marine Shortwave receiver IMR54

The radio was one of just 200
made by Birmingham-based
manufacturer Eddystone Radio Company for the International Marconi Company in
1952. Manufactured between
1952 and 195x in Great Britain.
The model was used on the
Queen Mary luxury liner
during voyages in the 1950s
as well as on Cunard liners
and other passenger and
cargo ships in the 1950s and
60s.

RX-range: 15 kHz - 31 MHz in 10 bands
Selectivity: Wide, Intermediate, Narrow and Very narrow settings.
Double conversion superheterodyne. 110/465 kHz
Dimensions (w×h×d) 747 × 385 × 451 mm
Weight: 61 kg
More info at: https://nvhrbiblio.nl/schema/Eddystone_700.pdf
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The Queen Mary radio room at Los Angeles Harbour, Club Station W6RO Aboard the Queen Mary
The Nate Brightman Wireless Room
Established in 1979, W6RO
was the first permanent amateur radio station to be installed aboard a museum
ship. This was the vision of
founding manager Nate
Brightman, K6OSC/SK,
who went on to serve as station manager for 34 years until his recent retirement and
passing.
The Wireless Room is generally staffed every day from
9:00am to 5:00p.m. local
time, volunteer availability
permitting. We currently
have some vacancies available, and local hams are invited to inquire about joining us as regular crew
members.
Also, visiting hams may be permitted to operate the station for a brief period (generally no more than an hour, at the discretion of the Control Operator on duty) and earn our Guest Operator certificate. Inquiries may be directed to Jim Snow, W6BIG:
jimrsnow@usa.com
For QSL information regarding W6RO, please see our page on QRZ.com: https://www.qrz.com/db/w6ro

Ultra-long-range radio communication and the Civil War.
How the encryption business was born in Soviet Russia.
At the end of 1918, in Melkovodnaya Bay on Russky Island, the Americans began to build a secret facility called the
Radio Station of Continuous Oscillations. American engineers claimed that it could connect Vladivostok with any part
of the planet. Over 100 hectares were allocated for the new facility. To begin with, a pier was built, and then a narrowgauge railway 400 m long from the pier to the main building of the radio station was built. 11 wooden masts 30 m
high on concrete bases were installed on the antenna field. The power of the station was 200 kW ...
Details in Russian - https://vk.com/radioreceiver?w=wall-163779953_66098%2Fall
(https://vk.com/radioreceiver)
(RUS-DX #1195)

Russia has added five more states to the list of unfriendly countries.
The Government of the Russian Federation has added five more states to the list of unfriendly countries. It included
Greece, Denmark, Slovenia, Slovakia and Croatia.
Since the beginning of the special military operation in Ukraine, political pressure from Western countries and the
United States on Russia has increased even more. In this regard, the government of the Russian Federation created a
list of unfriendly countries, which included 48 states, including the countries of the European Union (EU).
This list includes such countries as Australia, Albania, Andorra, Great Britain, Iceland, Canada, Liechtenstein, Micronesia, Monaco, New Zealand, Norway, Republic of Korea, San Marino, North Macedonia, Singapore, USA, Taiwan
(China), Ukraine, Montenegro, Switzerland, Japan.
Among the EU countries, such states as Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Hungary, Germany, Greece, Denmark, Ireland,
Spain, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Finland, France, Croatia, Czech Republic, Sweden and Estonia.
(https://www.mk.ru/politics/2022/07/22/v-rossii-popolnili-spisok-nedruzhestvennykh-stran-eshhe-pyatyu-gosudarstvami.html?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop)
(RUS-DX #1195)
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DX nostalgia by RFK
Time surely flies and it’s already time for a new edition of the SWB as well as some more DX nostalgia.
After a short heatwave where Stockholm hit the record sofar of +34 degrees Celsius we are now back to a
somewhat cooler weather which is actually quite nice. At the same time the heat has been plaguing Southern Europe and the UK, resulting in the death of more than 1,500 people.
Another cause of death for many is of course Vlad’s simply insane operation in Ukraine. Surely everything
is not black and white and Amnesty International in its report about the situation in Ukraine for 2021 for
example stated that: Impunity for torture remained endemic. Gender-based violence remained widespread.
Homophobic attacks by groups advocating discrimination and violence continued. The crackdown on dissent and human rights defenders in occupied Crimea continued. Violations of international humanitarian
law by both sides in eastern Ukraine remained uninvestigated. And so on. But one fact still remains: it was
Vlad who decided to invade Ukraine and the sooner he gets out the better. Without Vlad there would be no
war.
Yes, DX nostalgia…. The contacts with the stations may to a great extent have become easier and faster
over the years but many of us remember with a nostalgic smile on our face the days when the QSLs used to
arrive by post and often in thick envelopes bearing nice exotic stamps. It surely was like Christmas every
time you opened a letter to scrutinize its contents. Many radio stations had their own pennants and the walls
in each and every radio shack were filled with these nice colourful objects from all over the world. Here is a
selection of station pennants from the vast collection of wellknown Swedish DX-er Lars Rydén LR who
started his listening hobby in 1950 and he is still listening today.
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How many of you remember this station? Ecuadorian station Ondas Cañaris came on the air in 1957 and
could be heard just outside the 60 metre band on 5250 kHz. The station is actually still active on MW 1530
kHz but today has left SW for FM. The late Olle Alm Oa received this pennant in 1964.

Olle Alm also received this pennant from HJCF La Voz de Bogota as the station celebrated its 30 th Anniversary.
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Yet another pennant from the collection of Olle Alm: Radio Bucaramanga of Colombia. The station used to
be heard regularly with good strength on their 60 m.b. frequency of 4845 kHz for many years.

Finally another pennant from Olle’s collection: Radio Eco of Iquitos, Peru. Contributions for this column
are always welcome, like scans of old QSL cards, letters, photos, station memorabilia and so on. Please
mail me at info @ rock.x.se. Take care, stay safe and keep on listening to the radio.
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